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The TOEFL listening section is the second section of the toefl iBT test. It tests your understanding of spoken English and your ability to answer questions about the conversations and lectures you listen to. In this guide, we'll give you a full introduction to the Listen section in the TOEFL. About the TOEFL Listening Section The TOEFL listening section contains two conversations and four lectures in a university setting (Some tests may include an extra scoreless conversation or 2 extra unscored lectures. You won't know what the score will be, so it's important to do well in all
conversations and lectures). After each conversation or lecture, there is a set of questions about the information being presented. You have 20 minutes to answer questions. This does not include the time you spend listening to lectures and conversations. Individual questions have no time limit. You can take as long as you want to answer a question as long as you answer all the questions on time. The entire Listening Section will take about 60-90 minutes to complete. QUESTION TIME RECORDING NUMBER Conversation 2-3 5 2-3 min Lecture 4-6 6 4-6 min Total 6-9
34-51 60-90 min Normally, most of the questions that follow the lectures and conversations are multiple choice questions with four options and a single correct answer. There could, however, be other question formats: multiple choices with more than one correct answer, those that require you to place the steps in a process, or those that require one to match objects or texts to categories in a given table. When you start the Listen section, you'll see a computer screen with a photograph of a tester using headphones. The screen will tell you to put on your headphones. The
next screen tells you how to change the volume by clicking the volume icon in the toolbar. Next, you'll see a direction screen. After you click the Continue button, the Listen section starts immediately. In the TOEFL hearing test, once you submit your answer, you can't go back to it as you can in the reading test. Therefore, you can't skip questions like in the reading test, so you may need to guess an answer if you get stuck. You can't afford to spend too much time on a question because you can run out of time and potentially lose easy questions, so if you get stuck,
unfortunately, you have to move on. It is certain that one must be sufficiently ready for the exam, a status that can only be achieved by having as much practice as possible. That's where the instructors come in. Using material from B TOEFL Listening Conversations TOEFL listening conversations to TOEFL listening conversations are conversations between two people. A person is always a student. Another person may be another student, a teaching assistant, a librarian, a university administrator, and so on. These conversations take place on a campus - in a dormitory,
library, cafeteria, classroom building or teacher's office. They deal with situations situations for college life, how to solve a problem that one of the two people is having. You'll see a photo for the first time that shows the two people in the scenario and set the scene for you. However, the image will not help you answer questions. Usually, the conversation lasts about 2-3 minutes and is followed by 5 questions. You won't see questions until the conversation is over. ToeFL listening to conversation alum questions from ETS TOEFL 1. Why is the man going to see the register?
To find out why he is not on the list of graduate students to explain why he did not meet his graduation requirements to find out the exact requirements for graduation To submit a document required for graduation 2. According to the secretary, what step is currently taken to ensure that students meet their graduation requirements? Academic records are regularly checked by the registrar's office. Students meet with a department president to plan their course work. Students receive letters listing the courses they still need to take. Warning letters are sent to students who
have been left behind in their courses. 3. Why does the man mention his classmates? To explain how he obtained information about field research to point out that many students like to do field research To show that it is difficult to obtain intermediate-level credits to emphasize their motivation to do field research in two of their 4 courses. Why does the registrar tell the man to contact his president immediately? A deadline has passed. The man has a limited time to solve his problem. The man first needs to find out if the president will help you. Issuing a new note may take
longer than expected. 5. Listen to this track. She's uncertain about the reliability of the computer. She will approve of the man's form despite her doubts about it. She needs more information about the man's credits. She needs to call someone to help her fix errors on her computer. Answer 1. D2. B3. D4. B5. C TOEFL Listening to TOEFL Academic Lectures listening lectures take place in the classroom and are usually given by a teacher. Lectures can be monologues (a teacher) or academic discussions involving a teacher and several students. They involve a wider variety
of subjects: anthropology, biology, botany, business, archaeology, psychology, chemistry, and so on. Usually, the lecture lasts about 4-6 minutes and is followed by 6 questions. You won't see any questions until the lecture is over. ToeFL listening to lectures questions from ETS TOEFL 1. What's the lecture about? How animals emit ultrasonic pulses How bats use acoustic signals A comparison of echolocation and radar Variations between bats in the use of ultrasound 2. Why does the teacher decide NOT to add more information to the diagram on the board? She wants
students to complete the as a task. She needs to look for some information to complete the diagram accurately. The additional information is not relevant to the theme she wants to discuss next. Students already have the additional information in their textbook. 3. According to the teacher, what are the two ways a moth can react when it detects the presence of a bat? Choose 2 answers. The moth can stop hitting its wings. The moth can emit high frequency sounds. The moth can leave the area. The moth can change its color to match its surroundings. 4. What surprising
information has a recent experiment revealed about bats with smaller spear nose? They filter echoes of some types of trees. They can analyze echoes of stationary objects with complex surfaces. They can't analyze irregular echoes. They cannot analyze echoes of certain types of small moving objects. 5. According to the professor, why does a pine tree produce a gentle echo? Because it has a smooth trunk because it has large twigs spaced at regular intervals because it has many small and densely packed needles because it remains stationary in all 6 time types. Listen
to this path. To answer a question Carol asked to correct a statement Carol made to praise Carol for an example she gave to give an example of a principle that Carol declared Answer1. B2. D3. A, C4. B5. C6. B Our TOEFL listening practice questions Our TOEFL listening practice questions are designed to look and feel identical to the official TOEFL test. We made sure everything was the same, including difficulty, formatting, and even how the test works. To access all 120 toefl listening practice questions, visit our TOEFL App and click on the TOEFL QUESTIONS menu.
Please note that we offer 4 simulated TOEFL tests with never-before-seen questions. This means that in addition to our simulated listening practices, there are 24 more waiting for you in the form of a simulated TOEFL test. You just have to go to our TOEFL practice testing section. IELTS 101 hearing practice test – with answers in the 101 hearing test, you'll hear 4 audio recordings and answer questions 1-40 based on them. Section 1 is a conversation between a student and an accommodation advisor about home registration. Section 2 is a lecture on a famous natural
resort in England. Section 3 is a conversation between a student and a teacher. Section 4 is a lecture on the British Media. Audio Transcription Audio Transfer Audio Transcription Section 1 Questions 1-10 Questions 1-5 Complete the notes below. Write no more than three words and/or a number for each answer. Accommodation application form Accommodation type: Homestay Full name:
1____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________aplicando for homestay: to learn about local culture
4___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Accommodation requirements: a good owner has
6_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Account
8_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Guia para a localização do Peak District Peak District: a 8 km de Sheffield
11____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Escreva não mais do que três palavras e/ou um número para cada resposta. 16_________________________________________________________________________________________ Os turistas podem escolher 17____________________________________________________________________________________ A coleção de arte de Chatsworth tem 18__________________________________________________________________________________________ A vila de Eyam também é chamada de
19____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Confira também : Seção 3 Perguntas 21-30 Perguntas 21-23 Escolha a letra correta, A, B ou C 21. Harper's article is about
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ C. Computer technology. 22. The research method that the teacher recommends is the interview A.B. questionnaire. C. presentation. 23. Harper is concerned about the trial term
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ C. Of course stress. Questions 24-26 Choose the correct letter. Write A if the teacher says REMAIN Write B if the teacher says REWRITE Write C if the teacher says REMOVE What suggestions does the teacher make? 24. purpose___________ 25.
structure___________ so 26. Personal experiences___________ 27-30 Complete the notes below. Write no more than two words for each answer. TEST REQUIREMENT To deliver the wording by
27______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
three words and/or a number for each answer. British MEDIA began to appear in the 18th-19th century. 31_____________________________________________________________________________ A regra legal de propaganda que toda a mídia britânica deve seguir é 32____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ O premente que publica artigos graves é
34______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________é uma foto feminina em 36______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Os noticiários britânicos têm uma boa reputação para o
38_______________________________________________________________________________________ Os espectadores britânicos geralmente usam o tempo de 39_____________________________________________________________________________________ O público tem que comprar uma seção 1 1 Aaron 2. 18 3. 316C 4. improve English 5. 7586 3344 6. bathroom and balcony 7. campus 8. rent 9. water 10. October 6 Section 211. City center 12. Pudding 13. Fountains and labyrinth 14. National Park 15. Blue John (Cave) 16. 17-year-olds.
(wonderful) memories 18. 4,000 19. Village of The Plague 20. Coffee and crafts Section 3 21. B 22. A 23. A 24. B 25. A 26. C 27. e-mail 28. laser printer 29. 30 proof reading. Section 4 31 references. The Times 32. Advertising codes 33. 1,500 34. Quality press 35. The Guardian 36. Page 3 37. Manchester 38. Quality 39. Commercial breaks 40. License Continue with... Test 102 102
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